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An Insight to Life back then...........
Some memories as I remember them..........
Our family Mum and Dad (William and Mary McCarthy) and their nine children moved to a
farm at Wattamolla in September 1945.

Pat, Col, Viv, Eris, Letty, Den, Terry, Marilyn and Alan Willow Vale
Wottamolla – Photo Denis

Our youngest sister Cushla was born while we were there, in 1947.
The two eldest boys Pat and Col had completed school. Vivien, Eris, Loretta, myself and Terry
were of school age. We attended the Wattamolla School. There were students from first class through
to third year, today called year nine, all in the one room, which was attached to the teacher's
residence. Our teacher a wonderful and patient man was Alex Scardoni. He was a young man with a
wife and little boy, soon with a girl to follow.
The A.B.C. Radio once a week had a short school program. The only radio was in the residence
lounge room so we would all pack into the room to listen to that, then, back into the school room
where we would have to write answers regarding the program, asked by Mr Scardoni.
The other pupils at the time we first attended were Billy King; Jack and Shirley White; Marjorie,
Elizabeth, Elwyn and Ross Creed; Bernie, Patricia and Lola Condon; Doug, Corrie and Barry Martin;
Naomi Kellet, Rebecka Pepper, Kevin Brandon, June Wren, Ray and Ashley Parkes. Ray and Ashley
claimed to be related to Sir Henry Parkes.
I had been in second class at a previous school but it was decided as there were four students in
second class, Corrie Martin, Pat Condon, Elwyn Creed and Kevin Brandon and only one, Ross Creed
in first class that I would be placed with Ross. I eventually ended up in the same class as Elwyn and
Kevin at Nowra High School in 1951.
The house on the farm was built from the red cedar on the property. The bottom and top plates
were morticed to take the vertical cedar planks. The planks were not jointed, just butted together. On
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the inside to cover the gaps, the walls were first covered with newspaper and then with patterned wall
paper.
The house consisted of one main dining lounge room and two bedrooms off this room. A
verandah wrapped around these rooms on three sides. On one side the verandah was closed in as a
bathroom. Backing onto the bathroom a small bedroom, which was open at the other end. The kitchen
was separated from the remainder of the house connected by a closed in walkway. It was timber on
the outside, lined inside with sisalcraft. A door opposite the walkway opened out to a small verandah.
An open fireplace with a fuel stove was on one side with a timber framed corrugated chimney serving
both. You had to be careful to keep the flames down in the open fire as the timber frame on the inside
of the chimney would catch alight.
On a cold night during the winter we would often be in the kitchen sitting around the fire. Dad
would sing all the old Irish songs to us. They were great nights. We had a valve radio, which ran off a
six volt battery. We had to have two batteries as when one went flat it had to go to be recharged at
Berry. We also had a hand wind up gramophone. Dad had a few old vinyl records.
Mum, Dad and the baby of the family had one bedroom, the girls the other. The three eldest boys
slept on the open verandah, the others in the partially closed in part.
Mum's father contracted Parkinson's disease and came to live with us also.
Luckily the dairy was close by the house as we boiled the water at the dairy and carted it to the
bathroom.
Electricity arrived in the village of Kangaroo Valley in 1948. Lighting was by kerosene lantern.
There was no refrigeration, clothes were hand washed and generally boiled in a wood heated copper.
Some people had hand driven wringers. Before we moved to Wattomolla mum had all the
conveniences of electricity. I never heard mum complain about anything. Mum was the most calm,
uncomplaining, beautiful person you could meet.

Viv on 'Speck' Willow Vale Wottamolla

Pat McCarthy at Wottamolla
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Ironing was done using solid steel irons heated on the top of the fuel stove. Mum had a Singer
treadle sewing machine. She made her own patterns then made our clothes. After the war pretty much
everything was rationed and hard to get. Dad bought a silk parachute from Army Disposals. We wore
silk pyjamas, shirts, shorts etc.
At Wattamolla the cows were hand milked, strained into six or ten gallon galvanised cans and
then carted by horse and cart to the milk box as it was called. This small shed with the deck about one
metre above ground level was at the top of Priddles Lane where it met Wattamolla Road. Four dairies
delivered their milk into the box to be collected by Martins Lorrie, to be taken to the Berry Milk
Factory.
We had a creek which commenced on the escarpment of Budderoo mountain range running past
our house probably about twenty metres or so, which ran through two more properties and into
Brogers creek. We had to cross both these creeks to walk to school. We did not wear shoes. On a
frosty winter's morning we would stand in the creeks to thaw our feet. When the creeks flooded we
were unable to get to school or deliver the milk to the box sometimes for more than a week. During
these periods the milk would be separated for the cream.

At our favourite swimming hole in the Creek
at Wottamolla

Waterfall off the top of the mountain that formed the
creek through our farm at Wottamolla

The farm was at the top of a small valley surrounded by the escarpment pretty much on three
sides, very hilly and hard to farm. We were able to Plant crops of corn and sacaline [sorghum] on
some areas, which we hand cut using reaping hooks or cane cutters loaded onto a horse drawn slide or
dray, then carted to the silo shed where it would the drop into a pit silo. The shed covered the pit. As
the chaffed material dropped into the pit it had to be well compacted, which was done by tramping it
down with our feet. When the pit was full it was covered with earth to be airtight. The silage was fed
to the herd during the winter. It was difficult to keep enough grass ahead of the herd with a constant
battle with bracken fern, blackberries and thousands of rabbits. This was before chemicals were
widely used and before myxomatosis was introduced. Which saved many farmers.
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One year two young fellows came along. They had borrowed money to purchase one hundred
rabbit traps. They would set the traps, check them several times a day removing the rabbits and
resetting the traps. It didn't take them long to pay off the traps. The skins were quite valuable back
then.
Another year, I don't know whether the same fellow or not, checked with the farmers regarding
poisoning the rabbits. All agreed as the rabbits were in plague proportions. They ran a shallow furrow
around the paddocks and for a few nights dropped cut up carrots along the furrow to get the rabbits
used to following the furrow for the carrots. They then poisoned the carrots.
They carted the rabbits to a spot where they skinned them and threw the carcasses onto a huge
heap. This was close to where we had a short cut across a paddock on the way to and from school.
The stench was incredible.
Dad had a ninety nine year perpetual lease on the top of the range which is now Budderoo
National Park running from Woodhill around toward Robertson and between Kangaroo Valley and
Jamberoo. We ran our dry cows and heifers on this range. They had to be checked upon. Sometimes
more had to go up or some brought home. This was mostly done on a Sunday. Sometimes we would
ride all day looking for them as it was a large area. We would place cow bells on the leaders. These
bells could be heard from a long distance in the quiet of the mountains. The first time Dad allowed me
to ride with them I was eight years old. We would take sandwiches with us and boil a billy for a cup
of tea.
We had to drove the cattle through two neighbouring properties to reach the steep track to the
top. You had to rest the cattle and the horses on the way up due to the grade. We had to dismount and
lead the horses when returning down this track, but on my first trip Dad told me to stay on, but this
was not for long. The saddle slipped over my pony's withers, pushing his head down between his legs
and I rolled down the hill. I had many experiences up there with either Dad, Pat or Col.
Andy Brennan from Jamberoo had the only privately owned property on the range. A few
hundred acres where he ran cattle. Sometimes we would meet up with Andy and his mates. One day I
was with Col, it was lunch time and we called into Andy's hut to have lunch. Andy was there with his
son Jim, a couple of Jim's mates and old Tom Ebbs. They said that they were spending the afternoon
roping and cutting bulls. Col decided that he would join them. I was to stay at the hut with old Tom
Ebbs. They were late returning and by the time Col and I arrived home it was pitch dark. Mum, Dad
and the rest of the family were eating their meal at the table when we came in. I was all talk about the
day and I told them that as they were leaving the hut after lunch Jim Brennan said to Tom Ebbs that if
he were to drink that bottle of rum before they returned that he would castrate him. Dad nearly
swallowed his fork! I felt that I must have said something wrong so I shut up. I hadn't heard the word
before, only that the bulls would be cut.
Dad did not use bad language and would not tolerate it around us. I think the worst I ever heard
Dad say when he belted his head on something that had been built by the family that were on the
Wattamolla property before us was “flamin' pommy built thing”! They were from England.
Roy Ulrich, his wife Liz and son George were one of our neighbouring families. They also used
to run some of their heifers along with ours on the range and sometimes Roy and George would ride
with us. Several times they took us to where old Grandmother Ulrich in the early days had a whiskey
still. The police knew that she had a still there somewhere but it was well hidden. There was a large
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swamp on the top of the escarpment on the Woodhill side. It drained into a gully on the edge of the
escarpment. Where the water dropped into the gully it did so by a small waterfall. Behind the
waterfall was a cave. The still was in the cave. The gully was thick with trees which hid the waterfall.
You had to ride up the side of the gully to come upon it but it was a place that you wouldn't think to
do so.
The Police got lucky one day when they were searching. They spotted a thin pall of smoke. They
happened along while distilling was underway. Last I was there some items remained.
For holiday entertainment my brother Eris
and I would often chase goats that were on the
property so as to catch a Billy. When finally
we would catch one we would tie it up until we
made a billy cart and harness. I never got to
ride in the cart as Eris would have to check it
out. A ride would last about thirty seconds if
that before the goat would plough through the
creek and under a barbed wire fence. There
was always next holiday for another go.
Bill McCarthy Essex car come truck - Margaret and Letty
Our only outings were to the Berry and
McCarthy Kangaroo Valley
Kangaroo Valley Shows. Dad had a twenty
three model canvas top Essex car which had mechanical brakes which mostly did not work. He and
mum would drive to Berry about once a month for provisions. Flour and sugar were bought by the bag
I think about 28lbs or 13kg, kelloggs cornflakes and jam by the carton. An order would go with
Martins milk lorry for bread and meat.

Dad grew most of our vegetables. We also had our fowls and Muscovy ducks for eggs and for the
table.
Twice a year dad drove mum and taking it in turns, a few of the older children to a movie in
Berry. I had never been to a movie so when the movie The Overlanders was shown dad said that I
could go with them. We left the farm to drive to Berry but as we were nearing the top of Priddles
Lane the differential gave out. We walked the few kilometres home. Dad carried mum across the
creeks. I saw my first movie when I was fifteen.
When dad first inspected the farm he was shown the figures of the milk cheques etc. What he
was not told was that they had been milking more cows and being better fed on the land that they
were leasing on the best part of one of the neighbours.
Dad soon became aware that the property was not viable so early 1949 we moved to a rented
dairy at Beach Road Berry owned by Jack Cleary who had an excavation business near Kiama. When
Jack retired his sons John, Brian and Denis continued the business as Cleary Bros.
Jack had one thousand acres which run between Beach Road and the railway line and from
Toolajooa Road and the sandy track running back toward Geroa along the beach. Certainly no longer
a sandy track. The first section from Toolajooa Road had a dairy. We spent 1949 dairying this
property.
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Sheds on Cleary's farm Beach Road, Berry

Dad decided he would move milkers before the move to Berry. He swapped four beautiful
yearling heifers for two calved heifers, with a dealer from I think Bendeela. One of these heifers when
he delivered them was crazy as was its' calf. The calf bowled Eris over when he went to feed it. When
they tried to bail the heifer she ploughed straight through the door. Dad placed bars across the door
after repairing it but she still crashed through. She ran up the hill behind the house. Eris went after
her. She turned toward him. Dad said to Eris to go for her and bluff her. Col told Eris to turn and run.
Eris went for her but was sent rolling down the hill. The heifer continued down the hill, jumped the
fence into the orchard, galloped across the kitchen verandah back toward her calf. Dad went for her,
she charged. Dad hit her on the head with an old jack pick point. She dropped, so dad told Col firstly
to bring some water but changed his mind and told Col to bring the knife. They skinned, cleaned,
quartered then hung her. Dad spent the night making a timber cask from some cedar planks. Being an
old time carpenter he knew how to joint the timbers to prevent leakage. He then salted her down. As I
wrote previously we had no refrigeration.
When the herd were transferred they were walked from Wattamolla over the mountain past Berry
and out to Beach Road.
While we were on the Cleary property Jack Cleary had a bulldozer clearing very large trees on
his land running along the beach front. The dozer dug around the roots then a steel rope was tied well
up the tree then hooked to the dozer to be pulled over. He employed Col and Eris to climb up the trees
to attach the rope.
Vivien and Eris had left school while we were at Wattamolla. Letty, myself, Terry and Marilyn
spent most of 1949 attending the Catholic school at Berry. Marilyn had started school at Wattamolla.
While we were on the Beach Road property Viv worked at the Berry Post Office. She rode a
horse to work and there was a horse paddock with a horse trough for that purpose.
Basil Waite had a dairy on Berry Mountain. He sold that property and purchased a property in
Kangaroo Valley. He required someone to share farm and approached dad.
It was agreed that dad would purchase Waite's Illawarra Shorthorn herd to add to our herd of
mainly Airshire and a few Jersey cows. We moved the property in January 1950. The dairy herd were
walked from Beach Road Berry through Berry then over the Berry Mountain Road to the Kangaroo
Valley farm.
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Letty had left school after our year at Berry. Terry, Marilyn and I attended school at Kangaroo
Valley. I was in sixth class. Alan started school at Kangaroo Valley after I had left. He started with
Ron Nelson and I think Bill Garret.

Bill and Molly McCarthy and Cushla Waites sharefarm Glen
Murray Kangaroo Valley

Farmhouse Waites farm Glen Murray Kangaroo Valley

The property that we were farming is the property that when we left Sam Nelson purchased. Sam
sold the property that he had to Vic Merchant. Vic came down from Gloucester. He was a member of
a large dairying family from that area.
When Nelsons sold a few years after Sam had passed on, it eventually, after going through other
hands, sold to Garth Chittick to add to his dairy land.
Dad bought a block of land at the corner of Main Road and Nugent's Creek Road, opposite to the
track that we travelled in to the farm. He had thoughts of building a shop to employ some of the
family and to have a place where young people could meet and have some activities such as table
tennis and he intended to build holiday cabins, etc. Dad was a carpenter builder by trade.

Pat McCarthy and his truck with load for the Berry Mill

Denis McCarthy

Pat and Col had moved into
the timber industry. Pat had a 6 x
6 GMC truck with a timber jinker.
He carted the logs that Col fell by
axe and cross cut saw, from the
top of Camberwarra Mountain to
Len Little's Saw Mill at Berry.
Dad and Len had attended school
together. Dad had also purchased
a neighbouring property to our
other property at Wattamolla. We
ran our heifers etc on these two
properties while we were at
Kangaroo Valley.
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Things were going along nicely until 25th September 1951. I remember waking during a severe
thunder storm around midnight. Dad had come around the rooms checking that we were all ok.
Twelve inches, approximately 400mm of rain between midnight and dawn. There was a gully which
came out of Dick Nelsons which ran through our property just below the house and dairy. The house
and orchard sat just above a lagoon which always held water. The remainder of the gully only ran
during heavy rain.

Waite's share farm Glenmurray, Kangaroo Valley

Our dairy herd was on the opposite side of the lagoon from the house and the dairy, between the
lagoon and the river near Nelson's boundary. As the gully was running high dad saddled Nugget, a
light draft cart horse, who also formed part of our two, three horse work teams. As he did not possess
a rain coat he had a hessian bag around his shoulders and another folded as a cape over his head.
Eris was preparing the dairy for milking and watching dad. While dad was driving the herd from
the paddock, a wall of water many metres deep, swept over the paddocks. A cloud burst in the
Broger's Creek catchment had caused the creek to break its' banks before it reached the river. Dad was
able to swim the cattle across. Nugget was panicking, dad dismounted, removed his rubber boots,
placed them in one of the hessian bags and hung it on a post on the one high section of the paddocks.
He commenced swimming and leading Nugget, who was thrashing about possibly getting caught in
the barbed wire fences. He struck dad on the temple killing him instantly. Dad had no water on his
lungs. Nugget eventually was washed out further down on our side. Dad's blue heeler Snow stayed
where dad hung his boots until he could swim home the following day. For months afterward he
would go down there and howl.
Eris saw dad being swept away so came to the house to wake Pat and Col, who were home at the
time. They ran down the river then went for help running toward the main road. There were a couple
of creeks to cross on the way. There was a bridge across one of these and it had been washed away.
They did not know this and ran into where it should have been. Col managed to get across and alert
Bill Lawson. Pat was washed into Chittick's paddock and came up to a fence. He was cramping up so
he removed his belt and tied himself to a post so as not to be washed away.
Bill Lawson drove in his bus around to and up the Upper River Road to look for dad. From that
side he spotted Pat and indicated that he would come back around. He collected Harold Mathers on
the way. They rescued Pat then drove him to the Mather's home to thaw out.
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Many of Kangaroo Valley men searched for dad throughout the day. Alf Chittick found dad the
following morning. The river had dropped considerably and he was in the fork of a river oak
approximately opposite the Showground, about 4.5 metres above the water. Harold Mathers helped
him bring dad out of the tree.
It was a devastating time for the family especially mum. They were married for twenty four years
and loved each other very much. We children had never heard a cross word spoken. Pat was twenty
two and Cushla was three years old at the time. Four of us were attending school.
Pat and Col came home to assist for a while but were soon courting. Pat, Jane Brooks and Col,
Merle Mathers, whom they married. They returned to the timber.
I pretty much left school to assist on the farm. I was thirteen years old close to fourteen at the
time. The education department insisted I return to school so I did a couple of weeks at the end of
1951. I started back in 1952 in second year, now called year nine but left soon afterward.
As I wrote earlier I attended sixth class at Kangaroo Valley School. There were eleven or twelve
pupils in the class. There were half yearly and end of year examinations. I came fourth or fifth in the
half yearly and beat that by one in the yearly, ahead of all the other boys and some of the girls. Our
teacher Mr Thompson suggested I sat for a bursary exam. I did not do this or even tell mum and dad
about it.
When we commenced first year, now year seven, at Nowra High School we were given the class
we were to attend. These were from A to H. I was told to attend H which proved to be a repeat of
sixth class. I was not happy as most of the other Valley boys were in higher classes. Not having the
confidence I did not question this. There had been a mix up. Just prior to the normal half yearly exam
they set an exam for us. When the results were checked I was asked what I was doing in that class. I
told them that was the class I was told to attend. I was asked which class I wanted to be in. I said
whichever had Agriculture. This was E. I moved to E nearly half a year behind. I had never heard of
algebra. There was never a chance that I would catch up.
Dad was killed in the September and that was pretty much the end of my schooling.
Mum's father, who had been living with us had passed away a few months before dad was killed.
As I mentioned earlier he had Parkinson's disease and had to be helped to dress. He used to wander at
times. We were all getting ready for bed. Dad went looking for grandfather to help him to bed but
could not find him. Dad and I searched the orchard after checking the toilet which was in the orchard,
then over at the dairy. I could hear the bulls roaring in their paddocks and the horses snorting up the
end of a long paddock up from the house. It was fairly moonlight. I walked up and found grandfather
sitting with his back against a tree. He was having problems breathing. I called dad. As dad and I were
bringing him down to the house he passed away.
It was very hard on widows back then. Every item you possessed had to be valued by a
government valuer and a death duty levy paid to the government. A harsh law.
Mum's mother had land which ran from Connell's Point Road at South Hurstville down to Oatley
Bay on the Georges River. She wanted mum to sell up and that she would subdivide a block from her
land for mum to build upon.
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It was decided to disperse the herd, the horse teams, tractor and equipment, also the Wattamolla
properties and the block at Nugents Creek Road so this could happen. Dad had purchased a tractor in
1951. All was completed in 1953.
A lot happened during this period. Just before the first anniversary of dad's death Vivien decided
to cut down some of the paddy's lucerne in the orchard using a cane cutter. You held the top of the
plants in one hand and the cutter in the other. Some of the stems were very thick. As Viv struck one of
these thick stems the cutter slipped up and cut into the top of Viv's left wrist, severing all tendons. To
cut through these the cutter had to be very sharp. She walked into the laundry, called mum and said
you had better see what I have done. Mum held Viv's wrist together as she phoned for Nelson's hire
car. The phone was on the wall, you wound the handle, then lifted the receiver to talk to whoever was
on the exchange. You then asked for the number you required.
I was using harrows drawn by a horse team breaking down a ploughed paddock adjacent to the
Chittick's boundary fence. Eris was ploughing with the tractor a few hundred metres away. I saw our
sister Letty run out from the house to Eris. Eris dropped the plough off, Letty hopped onto the tractor
and they took off for home in top gear. The tractor had no three point linkage, it towed the plough. I
was very worried for next thing Audrey Lawson came along the track in the hire car and drove into
the house. It did not return as they had driven out through Dick Nelsons to Glen Murray Road.
I continued working as Eris had not indicated for me to come. Where I was working as I was
heading away from the river I was looking directly along our track to the main road. After a while I
could work out a person slowly walking toward me from the road. As it came closer I could see it was
my brother Col, hunched up as he was walking. The night before he had attended a buck's party with a
nine gallon keg down the river at Bendeela. Col climbed a tree playing his mouth organ, he forgot to
hold on and fell, with his ribs across a lower branch fracturing them. I told Col what I had seen. He
said unhitch those horses and get them hitched to the slide. He kept telling me to hurry so I put the
horses into a canter. He was yelling with pain from his ribs but kept urging me on. No shock
absorbers on a slide. When we arrived home Letty told us what had occurred. Mum held Viv's wrist
together all the way to Nowra Hospital. Dr Oldham told mum that it was a specialist job to re-attach
the severed tendons but the nearest was at Sydney and it would be too late by the time one could
arrive. The roads down the coast were narrow, winding and rough. Hard to imagine them now as they
were then.
Mum asked Dr Oldham to operate. He agreed to do so. He had to slit Viv's hand and wrist at
right angles to the cut to reach the severed tendons then find which attached to which. This took about
four hours. When he completed the operation he found Col waiting to have his ribs attended to. He
asked, "What's going on over at your place''?
The operation proved very successful but Viv had to stay in Sydney for a while after it had
healed for physiotherapy to get the movement back. She has had no problems with it since.
While we were at Wattamolla during 1957 a state wide school art competition was held. Mr
Scardoni asked if any of us wanted to enter. Vivien did two pencil drawings. I remember one was a
landscape of the hills on our farm showing some of the cattle. The only materials she had were a
couple of sheets of drawing paper, a school pencil and a rubber. When the results arrived one of Viv's
drawings had taken third place, the other a very high recommendation. Viv had never had any art
tuition. Quite an achievement!
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When we were at Wattamolla, Berry then Kangaroo Valley my older siblings travelled to the
dances or other outings on horseback or horse and sulky.
As money was scarce, when we attended the local shows, for spending money, Col would enter
Roy Bell's boxing tent. Ten shillings if you beat his man. Roy used to ask Col to take it easy on his
men. There was also a buckjumping tent. Col would take these on too. Ten shillings if you stayed ten
seconds.
There are many stories but I would never stop writing........
Hilly properties at the top end of the Valley at that time were worth peanuts; not sort after as they
are now and worth millions. With the money received from the properties, plus the cattle, horses and
equipment, mum was able to have a full brick home built on the land subdivided from her mother's
land. Eris moved to our grandmothers and with help from one of our uncles, dad's brother and
bricklayer, built the home. Mum and my younger siblings were living in a rented home on Arthur
Nelson's farm on Glen Murray Road. I had commenced living and working at Dick and Ally Nelsons
next door. I was 15 years old.

Kangaroo Valley Juniors 1954
Top left: Barry Mathers, Peter McCrae, Bernie Condon, John O'Lochlin, Denis McCarthy, Greg McCrae, Barry Wright, Ernie Barrenger
Bottom left: John Greer, Peter Gerrey, Tim Dudgeon, Billy Jarrett, Ball boy, Geoffrey Jarrett, Noel Wright

I played my first game of football while I was at Nelsons. I had never even seen a game of Rugby
League before as other than school and local shows I didn't get away from the farm. Alan Martin,
Keith and Ron's elder brother was at university studying law and was home on holidays. Alan had a
motor bike and as I was to play football on the old showground he said he would double me down. As
we were returning home immediately after the game l dressed into my football gear including
sprigged boots. As we were coming down Tierney's hill not far from the showground a car cut across
the corner at the bottom. Alan had to go up over the bank. I ran onto the field with gravel rash.
This was one of my first games. Sid Jarret was our coach at the time. Geoff Jarret, Barry Wright
and myself were called upon to represent group seven against group six that year and the next.
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I worked at Nelsons for a few months during 1953 before moving on to live and work with the
Cox family at Melross, Barrengarry. I learnt a lot from Harry and was treated as one of the family the
time I spent there.

Wilma Cox and Jack Lumby

Jack Lumby on tractor Kangaroo Valley
Photo Denis

Jack Lumby worked at Melross and was engaged to be married to Wilma, Harry and Mrs Cox's
eldest daughter. He was a great mate to work with. We remained firm friends and kept in touch until
his death in his eighties. I received a phone call from Jack's sister-in-law Edna McGuiness. She told
me that Jack was dying with cancer and was in Bowral hospital. He wanted to see me. At the time I
was a gold licenced builder on the Central Coast. The very next morning I drove to Bowral to see him
and we had a long talk. I intended to return in two or three weeks but he did not last. I attended his
funeral at Kangaroo Valley.
The new showground as I still call it was built during 1955 and up to the first show in February
1956. The old showground was on part of Nelson's land on the left side of the road travelling toward
Nowra, back a bit from the cemetery.
Henry Osbourne Cox known as Harry or more often H.O. was the first Shoalhaven Shire
President after the councils were amalgamated. If I remember rightly Kangaroo Valley was part of the
Camberwarra Council. He was a president of Bomaderry milk factory for many years and was on the
board of The Producers Distributing Society, the largest distributing society in the southern
hemisphere at the time. I recall a delegation from the Liberal party driving over from Nowra to try to
persuade Harry to stand for a seat in Parliament. He declined. One of the Moorhouse men was part of
that delegation. Most dairies had a Moorhouse boiler to heat the water for clean up.
Harry's heart was set on the new showground. I know of the effort he put in to make it happen.
The Cleary Bros. from Kiama were engaged to excavate the hillside and level the area. The volunteer
labour and the materials had to be organised to erect the pavilions, seating and fencing. Harry would
be on the phone every night organising working bees. He himself would be at the ground every day
there was work to be done. If he thought he was short a man he would take me along when I should
have been doing his farm work. He organised the materials. My brother Col using Cleary Bros.
machinery did some work on the excavations. He levelled the wood cutting and cattle parading
arenas. The show committee held meetings at night. Harry would discuss requirements. Whenever
hardware was required Cyrell Dent would say, “I'll obtain that cost price, cost price, cost price” He
was very enthusiastic!
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Harry had a sense of humour and could hand out a joke and take one against himself.
New Year's Eve was celebrated at the School of Arts hall with a dance. After midnight people
would play pranks on others. The Motto on Anthony Horden's advertising used to say, while I live 1'll
grow. Harry got me to do a poster with a rooster painted on it and the words - C. H. Dent while I live
I'll Crow - I was to pin this to Dent's store door after midnight. I showed the poster to Berry Mathers
so he said he would go down to the store with me. We hid near the school fence to check whether
Cyrell was about. There was no sign. Berry convinced me after some discussion that he would pin it
to the door. He crept up the steps, then across the verandah and was pushing the first drawing pin into
the door when it opened. Cyrell said, "What are you up to''? Berry said, "I'm just pinning this poster
up for you''! Cyrell grabbed the poster and said that he would put it up in the morning. For some
reason that did not happen. That was the first of January 1956.
All through the summer of 1955 and until two days before the show in February it had been very
dry. It was good in a way as there were no rain interruptions, while the works were carried out.
Harry had planted a crop of rye corn with
irrigation. It really grew. Jack cut it about three
days before the show. Harry displayed some in
the produce pavilion. If I remember rightly it
was about two metres high. It finally began to
rain the day after it had been cut and it really
rained. Luckily it eased a bit for the show.

Kangaroo Valley Show 1956. Harry’s corn on left

Harry had me prepare a bull, cow and calf
plus a heifer to parade at the show. The grounds
being newly prepared became a quagmire. We
were parading cattle with mud halfway up our
rubber boots. Just the same the show was very

successful all round.
The Cox women always did very well with their cakes and preserves at the show. Harry had a
very good fruit orchard.
Alec Russell had a sculpture artist staying with him at
the time. Alec and Bill Lawson showed him a photo of
Harry. He sculptured a full scale likeness to Harry's head.
Alec and Bill then made up a full scale body, sat it on a
chair, dressed it in the same sort of clothes and hat that
Harry wore when working on the showground. They then
on the Thursday night before the show opened, placed it on
the produce pavilion roof facing toward the School of Arts
hall and wrote in large letters using white wash, Vote 1
H.O. Cox. A few nights later Wilma Cox and Jack Lumby
drove out and brought it down and carted it home to the
farm where Jack put it under a tree near the bull paddock.
Soon after, Jack went away for a few months to assist his
elderly parents on a farm near Cessnock.
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One night at the end of a month Harry was in his
office doing his accounts and writing cheques. His
office backed on to my bedroom. Some visitors
arrived. Harry, the women and visitors were in the
kitchen talking. I had a bright idea! I ran over and
carried Harry's likeness still on the chair up the stairs
along the verandah to Harry's office. His cheque book
was open with his pen on it. I moved his chair and put
his likeness at the desk, placed the pen in it's hand on
the cheque book. I then hid in the shrubs near to the
verandah and waited. Harry had a voice that carried. I
KV Osborne Park pavilion
GIVE H. O. A GO FOR 1956. VOTE 1 COX and effigy
could hear him talking. I don't know what he was
Photo Edna
after but I heard him say I'll duck out to the office and
get it. Everything went as I expected including Harry coming out the door puffing a cigarette. He
walked to the office door, came to a shocked halt then put his head back and roared laughing. He
brought the women and visitors out to see it.
Afterward I carted it to the hay shed. The following day I
climbed with it up to the top of the stack, removed some bales and
buried it face up under the bales. I left the Valley halfway through
the football season that year 1956 to live with mum and siblings at
South Hurstville. I returned to play football until the season was
completed by steam train from Hurstville to Bomaderry those days
stopping at all stations and many other stops. About a four hour
trip. I would be collected at Bomaderry by Gib or Bruce Lidbetter.
I would stay on the Saturday night at Cox's usually after a
Saturday night dance at the hall. I would help with the milking on
Sunday morning. Wilma or Jack would take me to the station for
my return home.
During the following winter Jack Lumby phoned me to say
H. O. Cox effigy on Osborne Park
that I had nearly killed Alec Griffin. Alec had worked at Cox's
pavilion roof - Photo Edna
prior to me and had returned to work. Jack said that he had
reversed the old truck into the hay shed, Alec was on the top of the stack throwing bales for Jack to
stack on the truck. He lifted a bale and there was Harry's face looking up at him. Jack said Alec yelled
and fell down the stack.
The Cox family consisted of Harry, Mrs Cox (Ethel), their daughters Wilma, Edna and Valery.
Edna married Ted McGuiness, they had a potato farm near Robertson. I was very fond of the whole
family including Edna, Ted and their two little daughters Dell and Gail.
While Jack Lumby was away assisting his parents Wilma, Val and I would do the milking. After
feeding the calves, cleaning up and washing out, the girls would go to the house for breakfast at the
same time. I would take the herd, move the strip grazing electric fence and let the cows in then come
up for breakfast.
One morning there was a red bellied black snake wrapped around the electric fence battery and
energiser. I had a stick with me and tapped it on the head. Snakes never worried me but I knew Harry
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was very wary of them so I brought it to the house with me. I had it already in my mind how this
would play out. When I came in for breakfast Harry would just have finished his. He would light a
cigarette and walk out of the kitchen door on to the back verandah. The fridge and washing machine
were on the verandah. Harry always placed his sandals near the fridge. He would walk over, lean
down and collect his sandals puffing his cigarette, then walk looking out over the paddocks not
looking down until he sat on the top step to put his sandals on. There were two steps down onto a
concrete path leading to the laundry. When he had put on his sandals he would walk to the laundry to
clean his teeth. As usual he sat down on the step before he looked down. I had wrapped the snake
around the bottom step with his head in the flower garden. All of a sudden there was a roar. Harry
leapt up realised and yelled, "You young bugger''! The snake was about 1.3 metres long.
The little grey Ferguson tractor suddenly appeared on the scene in the Valley. Farmers really
took them on, spelling the end of an era for the great draught horses. Cox's neighbours the Lidbetters
purchased two. The agents from Nowra for the Fergy I'm pretty much sure was Moorhouse
Machinery, finally convinced Harry that he should have one.
After the Fergy arrived Harry sent the old tractor, always referred by Bill Lawson as the old iron
horse, to Bill for repairs throughout. Eventually, after it was returned, an account for the repairs
arrived. Bill referred all the repairs to the anatomy of a horse from the head to the rear end. I can
remember a few: The carburettor was the heart, the differential the hind quarters. He had worked from
the radiator through the motor to the exhaust. You can imagine some of the workings referred to
ending at the exhaust. Extremely clever and funny! Not to be outdone Harry replied with a poem
along with the cheque. The cheque also referred to in the poem. Harry read it to me, it was brilliant. I
daresay these items have gone astray, which would be a great shame.
At that time Governments were not very generous to widows. Mum was struggling with four
children still at school.
I did not draw a weekly wage. Harry would advance me enough money from my wages when I
needed money to play football, attend dances or the movies. Whenever I had an opportunity, probably
twice a year, Harry gave me the remainder of what I was owed which I either sent with somebody or
delivered myself to mum at South Hurstville to assist.
Wilma used to patch my work clothes until there was more foreign material than original. One
day Harry said, “I'm going to increase your wages, but you have to keep some to buy some clothes”.
Wilma brought them for me at Nowra.
My elder brothers and sisters had worked on our farm for pocket money. This is what families
did those days.
Harry grew produce and took it to the Sydney Royal Easter Show for the southern display.
Wilma also produced items and went to help with the display at times.
Harry had me plant some cattle pumpkins. One of the pumpkins grew huge, it took two people to
lift it. Harry took this pumpkin for the display. I still have a photo of it from one of the Sydney
newspapers. It was considered a monster at the time but would be considered a dwarf today.
The farm labourers award at the time gave you a half day a fortnight and one week annual leave.
I saved my half days to play football in the season.
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Kangaroo Valley Rugby League Football Team 1952
John Weaver (President), Ken Parrish, Harold Mathers, Eris McCarthy, John O'Laughlin, Russ Bell, Gib
Lidbetter, John Good, Greg O'Neil, Sid Jarrett (treasurer)
Front Row: Bruce Lidbetter, Cec Stacey, Bill Wilbraham, John Carey, Allan Good, Mick Cochrane and
Laurie Wright (ball boy)

When Bill and Audrey Lidbetter were married in 1955, five of the A Grade football team were
attending the wedding of course including Bill's brothers Gib and Bruce. Geoff Jarret, Peter Geary,
Barry Wright, Peter McCrea and myself immediately after completing our juniors game ran back onto
the field for the A Grade game against the H.M.A.S. Albatross team. We won! Afterward at the
Friendly Inn as the hotel was called then, one of their big forwards said to me, "I watched you young
fellows play the junior game run off then back on again. Where do you get the energy? Whenever I
received the ball you flattened me''. We were enjoying ourselves!
Geoff Jarret was fast and had a good side step but couldn't
side step a stiff arm elbow across his jaw from Berry's fullback. I
was following up and could see Geoff was in a lot of trouble. His
eyes were rolling and he was swallowing his tongue. Luckily
Greg O'Neil a Valley school teacher and one of our A Grade
players ran on and was able to retrieve Geoff's tongue. Geoff's
jaw was shattered and had to be wired. Not a good memory.
The Valley was a great pace to grow up in as far as I was
concerned. We frequently had our Saturday night dances in the
hall and throughout the winter The Diggers, Waratah, Catholic
and Anglican Balls. The Waratahs for decorating the hall were
gathered from the scrub around Fitzroy Falls and along the other
roads up top. This would not be allowed these days.
I can't remember which ball but at one the girls would make
their debut. One year I was asked to partner a girl. I agreed but
did not possess a suit. Harold Mathers loaned me one of his.
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Wilma Cox and Bill Lawson generally supplied the dance music. Wilma on the piano, Bill on the
drums and sometimes the saxophone. Sometimes Bill would call a novelty dance. One was when the
music stopped whichever couple were nearest to a spot that bill had chosen, would get a small prize.
Another you had to pick your partner up into your arms and waltz until you could go no further.
One night all had dropped out except Gib Lidbetter with his partner and myself with Aileen
Sharman. We both looked like going all night. As I was waltzing past a group standing near the side
door near the supper room Brian Wilberham kicked my feet out from under me, which was stupid as
Aileen came down on to her elbow and was hurt. Brian and I were the only ones who knew what had
occurred. Everyone else thought that I had fallen through fatigue.
One night I won a packet of cigarettes. I did not smoke and had no intention of starting. Just to
say I have had a smoke I tried one the following day and put the remainder in the rubbish bin where
they belonged.
All ages attended the dances and balls and if I was too slow to ask one of the girls of my age
group I could count on one of the older girls or married women to dance with me if I asked. None of
the girls knocked you back when you asked them to dance. I remember one lovely married woman but
robust; when you met her in the progressive barn dance she would pick you up, press you against her
fairly large bosom and whirl you around with your shoes touching the floor occasionally. We
sometimes had Friday night movies at the School of Arts hall. There would be two movies with a
cartoon or newsreel after interval. The newsreel generally narrated by Jack Davey. Jack was a
commentator, play actor and quiz master. He was originally from New Zealand and had a very quick
wit. He entered a round Australia car rally not long before he died.
Most of the Valley families would attend twenty first birthday parties or kitchen teas at the hall.
Over the years Jack Lumby would often phone me on a Christmas day. One time I was asking
after the health and so on of the Valley people. After asking how Bill Lawson was keeping I asked
Jack if Bill was still working his service station. He said yes. I said, he's getting a little ancient for that
isn't he Jack? Jack replied, oh no he's only eighty one! Jack was around the same age.
I last visited Bill in his home and had a talk with him when he was either one hundred or one
hundred and one.
At the dances when I was young I would often have a good yarn with one of the older fellows
generally at the hall door. I had many a good talks with Martin Ettingshausen who was Des, Mary,
John and Kevin's father and Andrew's grandfather. Another man I liked talking to when we met up
was Bert Brooks my brother Pat's wife's father. Brook's house was one up from the hall on the same
side overlooking the showground. Bert always called me smiley.
Whenever I was able to come to the village I would call and have a talk with Sid Jarret, another
good man. Sid was also the local barber.
My brother Eris was seventeen when dad was killed, turning eighteen a couple of months
afterwards. He took over the responsibility of the farms. He was very capable. He would say that he
wasn't. When Eris turned eighteen soon after dad died he was called up for National Service. As he
had the responsibility of running the farm, after some argument he was allowed to defer for two years.
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Halfway through the building of mum's new home at South Hurstville, it had to stand for six months,
while he did his National Service in the army.
The dairy on Waite's farm seemed to
attract lightning strikes. During 1952 Eris
and I were doing the afternoon milking; a
storm was brewing and there was a huge
bang and smoke everywhere. The chains
around the cows in the bails had current
running through them, the cows bucked
and the cups dropped from their teats. Our
sister Letty was at the house sweeping the
kitchen floor. The kitchen door was open
to the outside. A bolt of lightning came
through the door, took the broom from
her hands and threw it into the dining
Eris McCarthy and friend Ken Raggits - Waites share farm Glen Murray
room. The bolt went out through the
Kangaroo Valley
dining room window. After the cows
were milked they would wander off to the night paddock which was the same paddock that dad had
swum the cows from during the flood in 1951. We had a crop of corn in an adjoining paddock. One
old Illawarra cow called Ilma was forever straining through the fence after the corn. At the same time
as the dairy strike we saw a flash and a lot of smoke along the stretch of fence around the corner from
where Ilma had her head through. The entire four strands of barbed wire had disappeared, melted with
no sign left. The shock travelled around the corner and threw Ilma back about ten metres. She was on
her side, we thought her dead. About half an hour later she stood. She had a large lump on her side
and did not milk again.
Returning to Cox's. Harry Cox was the first to carry out pasture improvement in the Valley.
Wimera Rye, sub clover, white and red clovers plus paspalum the main pastures. He planted kikuyu
around the creek banks and told me he didn't care if it spread across the paddocks. It was relatively
new. He put in underground irrigation mains with hydrants at intervals then with sprinklers on
galvanised pipes, irrigated his pastures, also a first for the Valley.
He purchased the first tractor, single wheel at the front, iron wheels with cleats on the rear.
He purchased the first Hay Baler in the Valley. After cutting the pasture and then raking it into
wind rows I would drag the row into as large a heap as I could. This was done with a horse drawn
implement about 2.4 metres wide. It had timber steel capped slats that ran along under the wind rows
then the grass heaped against the back of the implement. There were two shafts on the top of the back
that you held while driving the horses along the rows. When you come to where you were heaping the
grass, you dug the tips in, which allowed it to turn over, leaving the grass on the heap. You would
park the baler along each of these heaps, then fork the grass into the bin at the top. I would fork the
grass in then wire would feed around the bales during compaction. These were hand tied off by either
Harry or Jack whichever one of them I was working with. We would attempt to better the previous
hours count. This was Harry's idea. I was naive but not naive enough to know that it was to get the
best out of me.
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Before ever Kangaroo Valley Rye came into being Harry would have me thrash rye seed. After
the grass was cut and dried I would place some on a large tarp. I would thrash the seed heads with a
flail. A flail consisted of two pieces of timber batten joined by a leather strap. The long batten was the
handle, then a short batten that you brought flat down upon the seed heads. You had to get into a
rhythm to do this.
I have always loved cattle and can remember individuals, even after many years not seeing them.
Cox's herd were Illawarra short horns and all red. Some may have had white markings. Some years
after I had left I was visiting and helped with a milking. All the herd were named. I could tell Wilma
who the cows were or which line they were bred from. She was amazed.
Each year Harry would keep a number of heifers as replacements then truck the remainder to a
certain sale. The last year that I worked at the Cox's Harry said to me, “You know the herd as well as
anybody, you pick the replacements”.

Wilma Cox and Jack Lumby wedding [1956]

Wilma, Edna and Val Cox [Wilma Cox wedding 1956]

I attended Wilma and Jack's wedding, The year was 1956.
Over the years I have attended many of the Valley shows, first of all with my wife June and
children but probably over the last twenty five years without June, as about twenty five years ago we
came down during an extremely dry year and a severe heat wave. June decided it was best I come on
my own as I could meet up with my friends and not have to worry about her. June came down once
more about thirteen years ago when Col and Merle had their fiftieth Wedding Anniversary celebration
in the School of Arts hall on the Saturday night after the show. Most of ours and the large Mather's
families, including younger members were down for the show and the Anniversary celebration. Again
another severe heat wave. We all sweated that night in the hall.
Over the years now my brothers and sometimes sisters and quite often quite a few younger
family members have returned for the show many times. Some of the younger ones joining in the
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Saturday afternoon activities; iron man, hay stacking etc. Meeting familiar faces a highlight. Many
other previous Valley people returned regularly.
I returned in 2016 with my son Eris and his wife Sara. We were the only members of our family
there. Age is catching up for the older ones. Except for families that have remained in the Valley there
were few familiar faces.
I thought to myself, this is no good. We need to try at least one more time to bring our generation
to meet at the next show, including those who do sometimes return but also those who have not and to
ask them to bring along their families. I contacted Harold Sharman, Harold being the show president,
to see what we could do about it. I put together about fifty five family names that came to mind of
families in the Valley during the nineteen fifty's and posted copies to Harold and also to Graham
Russell. Graham has kept in touch with a lot of families that have left the Valley or seems to know
where they are. We have been able to contact quite a few that have not returned for many years and
many will be down. That's good news.
There will be a good number of our McCarthy family down. We are a very close family and like
nothing better than to get together. We do so fairly regularly.
There are many other memories of my siblings early days that I could write given time. Always
something happening and it would take a large volume to describe their many achievements
throughout their lives. I love them all.
For myself and my family I would like to thank Harold, Garth Chittick and their wives, the show
committee and any other Valley people who are putting together the extra effort to make this a happy
and memorable occasion.
......Written over the last few days and completed 12th February 2017.
Regards Denis McCarthy
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Some additional photographs.

KV School Centenary 1971

KV School Centenary 1971

The Kangaroo Valley showground Osborne Park viewed from
Bert Brooks house (now caretaker's house) 1970

Pat McCarthy and Alan Good

Old service station when Alf Chittick owned it

Maureen Mathers and Jane Brooks
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